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Talent is a very important resource for enterprise survival and development.
Nowadays, talent loss caused by the development and innovation of economy,
fast flow of labor, increased talent competition, marketing mechanism balancing
etc. brings enterprises a lot of trouble. For example, a high rate of job-hopping in
senior executives & business backbones will endanger enterprise’s normal
operation. So, to solve the problem of talent loss and best talents retention has
become an important topic for enterprises and human resource management.
In order to make countermeasure suggestion to avoid talent loss, a systematic
construction for talent attraction & retention is a must for enterprise to implement.
This thesis contains countermeasure suggestions like people recruitment
process, enterprise culture, promotion channel, business ethic and
comprehensive salary system construction etc.
This thesis focused on the problems A company facing now, analyze talent loss
data of A Company, start from harmful effect of A company, analyze from both
company and employee aspects, to try to find out some effective countermeasure
suggestions for talent loss for A company, also can be referenced by middle-small
sized private enterprises.
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